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Abstract: Martinamor granite has been used for centuries in the monumental buildings of Salamanca
city. In this study, the fracturing pattern of the Martinamor granite outcrops was evaluated in order
to assess the possibility of supplying material for the restoration of heritage monuments. Several
joint sets with a mean joint spacing lower than one meter compose the fracturing pattern, making the
massive exploitation of this granite impossible. Only small blocks for restoration can be obtained;
therefore, the outcrops should be protected for such purpose. The area of outcrops and ancient
quarries, as well as that of mining activities from the same period, should be preserved as examples
of historical extraction techniques and as a remembrance of our geological-materials-based society.
Several proposals are presented for the geoconservation of the site.
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1. Introduction

The preservation of historic buildings should seek the use of the same original stone material in
order to maintain the homogeneity of the aesthetics and the physical–mechanical properties. In addition,
using local resources is important for maintaining the cultural heritage, both from the geological
and architectural perspectives, by preserving the quarrying and mining landscape and by using
the same natural stones that were originally used to build the monuments and historical buildings.
Numerous examples highlight building stones as an important part of the tangible heritage of cities,
with prominent monuments and historic buildings that can be associated with traditional stones [1–4].
In some cases, the original stone is classified as a heritage stone resource; therefore, the balance between
the preservation of the historic building and quarry sites should be promoted. Archeological quarry
sites can supply stone pieces for restoration purposes under specific conditions, provided that previous
studies have defined quarriable areas which do not affect the historical features of the site.

At present, raw materials are the main subject of many research programs (e.g., Horizon 2020).
Within this context, quarrying should also be considered, as it is an activity that should evolve to meet
the current standards for security, environment, health and other related issues. Many organisations
and groups have the impression that quarrying activities, as well as mining activities, should be
banned because they cannot guarantee complete adherence to all these standards, especially as they
also undergo modification over time. However, it has been demonstrated that if extractive industries
follow strict rules, they can contribute to the advancement of modern society with a minimal negative
effect. This assumption is valid no matter the type of resource, metal or stone, the exploitation method,
surface or underground, or the size of the affected area [5–9].
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A conscientious effort has been made to maintain and preserve the historical buildings, though
sometimes restoration involving replacement of the stone has not been the best option, largely due to the
lack of information concerning the original materials. The International Union of Geological Sciences
(IUGS) Subcommission on Heritage Stones (HSS) has been striving to encourage the dissemination of
information concerning the original natural stones used in the construction of monuments and historic
buildings and also regarding the need for preservation of historical quarries, so that restoration can be
done with the original stone [10]. Such is the case of Salamanca, of which a large set of examples of
good and bad restoration practices of its buildings has recently been published [4].

The most characteristic stone used in most of the foundations of the historic buildings in the centre
of Salamanca is a leucogranite containing clusters of elongated tourmaline crystals, a fabric that inspired
the local quarrymen to give it the name of Piedra Pajarilla (little bird stone) [4,10–12]. This granite
has been proposed as a candidate for the designation of Global Heritage Stone Resource [10] and
together with other stones that crop out in the province and are used in historic buildings of Salamanca,
they have been proposed as a candidate for the designation of Global Heritage Stone Province [12].
All these papers make an effort to explain why this resource should be preserved and the quarries
maintained, kept not only in reserve for restoration, but also for outreach and education. For these
reasons, a detailed characterisation of the ancient quarries and geoconservation measures are needed.

The present paper describes the main characteristic of the Piedra Pajarilla granite and the systematic
fracturing affecting the blocks. The intention is to show the local, province and regional governments
the advantages of using the same original stone in the restoration of buildings and how the extraction
of suitable blocks do not have to importantly alter the ecosystem of the former quarrying sites. It also
highlights the potential interest of geoconservation activities, related to economic activities that could
enhance the life of a society affected by aging and population exodus.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Martinamor Granite

Piedra Pajarilla is a leucogranite cropping out as thin sub-horizontal sheets (with less than 1
km width) within the Martinamor Complex, in the Spanish Central System [13]. These granitic
sheets formed from the partial melting of a fertile meta-sedimentary protolith, which is part of the
Schist–Greywacke complex [14,15], with references therein (Figure 1). Three different facies composed
of light-colour minerals can be found—(1) a coarse-grained granite, with nodules of tourmaline,
showing a luxullianitic texture; (2) a fine-grained granite with small crystals of tourmaline and (3) a
two-mica granite, with the absence of tourmaline. The type most commonly used for construction
purposes is the first one [16].

As explained above, luxullianitic textures sometimes resemble flying birds (Figure 2), leading
to the local name ‘Piedra Pajarilla’, used to refer to the construction granite with such texture, and,
unfortunately, to many others. ‘Piedra Pajarilla’ is also known as Martinamor granite, from the village
where it was extracted. When different granites are given the same name (due to a lack of knowledge of
the different materials by the construction professionals), aesthetic errors can occur, which is considered
unacceptable in historic buildings of a World Heritage site [10]. The unique aesthetic characteristics of
the ‘Piedra Pajarilla’ make it difficult to be replaced by other materials. No other material is known,
resembling the same aesthetic of this granite. Several other granites originating from other local
quarries were used for restoration/replacement of very damaged ashlars, with undesirable aesthetic
results [4]. Such confusion can be avoided nowadays by using a certificate of origin (e.g., in Europe,
UNE EN 12440 [17]). However, Martinamor granite was used long before the standardisation of stone
names came into effect.
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Figure 1. Geological setting of Martinamor granite (modified from [13]). The granite cuts the meta-
sediments of Cambrian–Precambrian age (the Schist–Greywacke Complex). 

 

Figure 2. Texture of the granite. The cumulates of tourmaline resemble flying birds. 

This granite was stopped being used as a construction material in the early 20th century [10], 
before quality control was required for the commercial use of stones in construction. Therefore, data 
regarding its physical or mechanical behaviour are scarce. Previous published characterisations 
showed high variations in some of the physical and mechanical properties [5,11], but a work that is 
being carried out at present will show that these characteristics are closely related to the different 
states of weathering of the rock, the different outcrops that are found in the area and the direction of 
the testing, regarding the sub-horizontal foliation always present in this granite (Table 1). Weathered 
granites show high irregularity of the physical–mechanical properties, leading to a very different 
resistance to water action in ashlars from the same quarry [18]. The historic buildings in Salamanca 
do not show a high degree of alteration, and this behaviour is a sign that some selection was made 
by quarrymen at the time, in order to avoid the use of weathering prone granite. 
  

Figure 1. Geological setting of Martinamor granite (modified from [13]). The granite cuts the
meta-sediments of Cambrian–Precambrian age (the Schist–Greywacke Complex).
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Figure 2. Texture of the granite. The cumulates of tourmaline resemble flying birds.

This granite was stopped being used as a construction material in the early 20th century [10],
before quality control was required for the commercial use of stones in construction. Therefore,
data regarding its physical or mechanical behaviour are scarce. Previous published characterisations
showed high variations in some of the physical and mechanical properties [5,11], but a work that is
being carried out at present will show that these characteristics are closely related to the different
states of weathering of the rock, the different outcrops that are found in the area and the direction of
the testing, regarding the sub-horizontal foliation always present in this granite (Table 1). Weathered
granites show high irregularity of the physical–mechanical properties, leading to a very different
resistance to water action in ashlars from the same quarry [18]. The historic buildings in Salamanca do
not show a high degree of alteration, and this behaviour is a sign that some selection was made by
quarrymen at the time, in order to avoid the use of weathering prone granite.
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Table 1. Abbreviated data of the physical and mechanical behaviour of Martinamor granite, depending
on the weathering, the sampling area and the direction of the testing (Pereira in prep.).

Testing Compressive Strength Flexural Strength Water Absorption

Martinamor Granite 161–252 MPa 12.7–25.3 MPa 0.9–0.24%

The restoration of monuments in Salamanca should be performed with appropriate ashlars to
ensure good performance. Thus, the full physical–mechanical characterisation of this granite is highly
recommended to ensure the utilisation of the material with the desired properties. All the old quarries
and usable outcrops should be studied to ensure the best application according to their properties.
A full characterisation of this granite will provide a clear picture of the appropriate use of the rock.
Authors of this paper are already working on this aspect.

2.2. Methods

The first stage was the identification and demarcation of the granite outcrops, quarried or not,
through field work and by using aerial photos. In these outcrops, the different spilling marks used in
granite exploitation were identified.

In a portion of the outcrops, the strike and dip of fractures were measured with a compass.
Rose and pole diagrams drawn with Richard Allmendinger’s StereonetWin interface [19,20] allow for
fracture assessment. For each fracture set, the spacing was measured perpendicular to the fractures
and, afterwards, the histogram was drawn with all the joint spacing data. The mean joint spacing
was calculated for the entire data. The volumetric index or volumetric joint count (Jv) [21,22] was
calculated based on the mean joint spacing values. This general procedure (strike and joint spacing
measurements) was repeated using aerial photos.

Finally, several proposals are presented to accomplish two main purposes. First, create a reserve
area for the extraction of granite for the rehabilitation of the monuments in Salamanca. Second, keep the
old quarries as an example of extraction techniques and make it possible to show the source of the
granite used in many monuments.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Quarries and Extraction Techniques

The quarries are approximately 15 km south of Salamanca (Figure 3), in the outskirts of Martinamor
village (Figure 4), which gives the formal name to the granite. At present, there are two main quarry
areas outside Martinamor. The largest one (see Figure 3) is located on private land where cattle are
currently kept. Others are located on public land and are composed mainly of intact outcrops (marked
as ‘Outcrops’ in Figure 3). The quarry faces in these two areas are five meters high at their maximum
and most of them are only one to two meters high. Other quarry areas are located nearby, but are much
smaller in comparison, with no more than 10 m of historic quarrying, as shown by extraction marks.

So far, all these quarry areas are well preserved, i.e., the quarry fronts are accessible and
without topographic modifications. It is possible to observe several quarry faces defined by joints.
There are even some vestiges of earlier quarrying methods (Figure 5), which are similar to those
observed in ancient Egypt and prehistoric sites in Europe and South America [23,24] (see also
http://www.ancient-wisdom.com/quarrymarks.htm). These marks are due to tools used to separate the
blocks, both in the vertical and in the horizontal plane. Several types of marks are observed, wedge
marks, triangular-shaped drill holes and circular drill holes. Wedge marks are the oldest. Several
researches mention the Roman period as the origin of this marks [25–29]. However, only a detailed
archaeological investigation will permit accurate conclusions about the wedge marks observed in
the area.

http://www.ancient-wisdom.com/quarrymarks.htm
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Figure 3. Location of the historical quarries near Martinamor (according to [13], 49, slates and 
limolites, Monterrubio Formation; 174, aluvial deposits; pink bodies, two-mica granites, leucogranites 
with tourmaline and sincinematics with Hercynian Phase II). 

 
Figure 4. Photos of the ancient quarries. (a) aerial photomosaic of the largest quarry where it is 
possible to see a large amount of affected land due to the historic extractions; (b,c) details of the quarry 
front. 

Figure 3. Location of the historical quarries near Martinamor (according to [13], 49, slates and limolites,
Monterrubio Formation; 174, aluvial deposits; pink bodies, two-mica granites, leucogranites with
tourmaline and sincinematics with Hercynian Phase II).
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Figure 5. Splitting marks in ancient quarries of Martinamor granite: (a,b) wedge (rectangular) marks
and (c,d) triangular-shaped drill holes.

The triangular-shaped drill holes are barely seen in quarries and not common in the literature.
Hockensmith [30] mentions triangular holes with a maximum depth of 18 cm in a limestone quarry,
probably produced by a pick. Gage [31] studied several triangular drill holes with a maximum depth
of 1.5 m depth in a graphite mine. According to this author “there is a strong possibility that the points
of the triangular shape holes were used to direct the line of fracture during the blast”. Some of the
triangular holes observed in the old quarries near Martinamor show one corner aligned with natural
fractures, pointing out the practical purpose of such holes.

This topic is worth investigating further [32] in order to identify all the splitting marks in the
quarried area, as well as to highlight the evolution of the drill techniques through time. This is an extra
reason to work on a preservation figure for this area.

3.2. Fracturing and Resources Evaluation

The pattern and density of fracturing define the possibility of extracting granite blocks for further
extraction and applications. The study of fractures has proven to be a useful method to discern
whether a sufficient quantity of dimension stones can be extracted from a quarry [33] and whether
the fracturing can be used in the extraction process, facilitating the quarrying and therefore lowering
the cost. Our purpose is to investigate whether it would be feasible to use some of the blocks for
restoration of monuments and historical buildings in Salamanca because it has been observed that in
some cases other types of granite have been incorrectly used to replace deteriorated ashlars. This has
led to undesirable aesthetic effects that should not be permitted in a historical site, especially for a
World Heritage Site.

In a first stage, fracturing was evaluated in the outcrops near the Martinamor village (see Figure 3).
The most important joint sets are N20◦–40◦W, dipping to NE, and N50◦–60◦E, dipping to NW. However,
the span between these main directions is continuous (Figure 6). When the two main joint sets were
present, the quarrymen took advantage of them (they are perpendicular) to facilitate the extraction
of granite blocks. In this area, the joint spacing values are low (Figure 7), with most of them below
one meter. The overall mean joint spacing of 78 values is 0.64 m, with slight differences between
the N20◦–40◦W and N50◦–60◦E sets, with the mean values of 0.57 m (n = 40) and 0.69 m (n = 20),
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respectively. Neglecting the influence of the horizontal joints, the volumetric joint count (Jv) is 3.2.
This value is far above the threshold usually considered for the financial revenue in quarries for
ornamental purposes, Jv = 2.0 [21]; however, the joint spacing values are enough to obtain small blocks
able to produce ashlars.
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Analysis of the fracture pattern can be easily carried out using photomosaics obtained by an
unmanned aerial vehicle for aerial photographs. This technique was used to study the fracturing in the
remaining outcrops (see Figure 3). An example of fracturing identification in outcrops is presented in
Figures 8 and 9, regarding an outcrop located southwest of Martinamor. The N40◦–50◦W set fractures
stand out, while the N70◦–80◦W, N30◦–50◦E and N70◦–80◦E sets are also important. The mean joint
spacing (n = 104) is 0.87 m and volumetric joint count (Jv) is equal to 3.4. The same methodology was
applied in the outcrops located near the ancient quarries (see Figure 3) and the results can be seen
in Figure 10. In this area, the joints have a more random distribution with the predominance of the
N50◦–60◦W, N20◦–30◦W, N60◦–70◦E and N80◦–90◦W sets. The overall mean joint spacing (n = 198) is
equal to 1.3 m and the volumetric joint count (Jv) is 3.9.
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The fracturing pattern is slightly different within the studied areas, with the main joint set located
in the N20◦–60◦W range, as well as other important joint sets. Consequently, fracturing patterns define
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natural blocks with a shape far away from the ideal cube or rectangular cuboid. The overall mean joint
spacing ranges from 0.64 m to 1.3 m and volumetric joint count values are higher than 3.2 (3.2–3.9).

The results confirm the high fracturing density and the impossibility of extracting large blocks.
Therefore, considering the available outcrops, a massive exploitation of this granite is unlikely. However,
the possibility of extracting small blocks for restoration support the idea of protecting this area as a
reserve for such purpose.

3.3. The Need for a Geoconservation Proposal

Our proposal considers different assets of the granite and its outcrops, the practical application
of granite as source of restoration material, the scientific and educational potentiality of the quarries,
the heritage values and recreational opportunities. The monuments located in Salamanca act as the
trigger for further actions (Figure 11). In view of the historical importance of such monuments, all the
restorations must be done taking into consideration the properties of the original stone. For that
reason, the quarries should be studied and protected. In the scheme of Figure 11, the geoconservation
measures at quarries are the consequence of monument heritage concern.
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In order to avoid using stones that do not match the original ones, only designated materials,
i.e., the same materials or materials with properties similar to those in the original fabrics should be
used to avoid physical or aesthetic damage [34]. Therefore, regarding the outcrops of Martinamor
granite, only the ones able to supply granite pieces for restoration purposes, need to be classified as
a special reserve. Knowledge of the physical–mechanical properties of the granite is a key factor to
avoid chaotic restorations that diminish the historical value of the monuments. Textural properties,
e.g., texture, grain size and colour, should be considered when other stones are used. Such properties
must resemble the original stone as much as possible. For this reason, initiatives such as the heritage
stones designations by IUGS are important to provide the description and characterisation of stones
that are not always commercialised or even extracted these days.

The location of the source of the material used in heritage monuments is important as a testimony
of the progress in building techniques. It is also possible to make the connection between the
monuments and the surrounding area, since the source of the stone is usually located not far
away [35,36]. Old quarries allow us to understand the alteration process of the material, to establish
their durability and provide valuable information in view of the restoration and conservation works.
The Geomonumental Routes [37] are excellent examples of a holistic approach of how to promote
the heritage interlocking history and science. The location of the village of Martinamor (a village
dramatically affected by aging and population exodus) near the outcrops will permit the use of a
rehabilitated house as a welcome centre, where visitors can have a first insight into the quarrying
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activities before the guided field trip. There are many examples of similar approaches in areas
transformed by the mining activity that make it possible to outline the best options [38–40].

Other geological resources exploited in the neighbourhood can be added to this route, such as
the tungsten mines and orthogneiss quarries. Salamanca province experienced active mining of
tungsten, tin and cupper during and after the Second World War. The price of tungsten was very
high, even higher than gold, because the Germans needed it for tungsten carbide tools and for
armour-piercing munitions, among other things. The Allies tried to stop them from buying the
tungsten, which was extracted from various mines in Spain and Portugal, so the price increased
dramatically. There is a considerable amount of historical information regarding the efforts on both
sides and even some fiction derived from the subject [41,42]. Tungsten mining in this area was closed
in the 1970s because the price dropped. However, the landscape is full of abandoned mines which
are part of the cultural heritage. The orthogneisses of San Pelayo, located nearby, are considered a
Point of Geological Interest (POGI) [43]. The stone shows a typical compositional banded appearance
defined by quartzfeldpsar and mica layers, biotite enriched and with lenticular eye-shaped feldspars.
This orthogneiss is closely related to the enrichment of tungsten, and tailings with quite a lot of scheelite
are witnesses of the mining that took place there as a main economic activity of the area.

In the case of Martinamor granite, the few small available outcrops are highly fractured for a
regular exploitation; therefore, their present appearance will not be changed by quarrying activity.
However, agroforest activities and cattle herding can affect the outcrops and their impact needs to be
assessed. Protecting the outcrops is the priority and the municipality should create the legal bases for
it. Another important issue is the attractiveness of the quarry landscape. Several factors can make the
experience of a field trip more pleasant, such as a natural succession, quarry preservation, the presence
of surface water, human activity, accessibility, among others [44]. Therefore, some improvements
are necessary to enrich the area and increase its attractiveness. In some parts of the area, ecological
restoration and rehabilitation actions are required to recover the degraded ecosystem. However, in the
remaining portions of the outcrops/quarries, reclamation actions should not hide the quarry fronts,
preventing access to the material and to features of scientific and educational interest, such as fracturing
and evidence of the extraction techniques used in the past. This case can be an interesting example of
post-mining land use as discussed by Kaźmierczak et al. [45] and Cross et al. [46].

In the above approach (Figure 11), monuments act as the starting point for a sequence of actions
where geoconservation is the ultimate end. Another option, without changing the main actions to be
undertaken, is the holistic point of view where monuments and the quarries are part of something
wider and universal (Figure 12). In this case, monuments are an excellent example of the interaction
between human beings and their geological environs, as with many other human actions such as the
settlement location or territory dispute. The available stones influence construction techniques and
the monumentality of the buildings; therefore, the quarry location is an important issue related to
monument restoration. Monuments are examples of the interaction between human beings and their
geological environs, particularly in terms of the available stones. Both options (Figures 11 and 12)
have the same activities in the quarries/outcrops, since reclamation/ecological restoration/rehabilitation
are required for environmental protection, as well as consensual extraction for restoration purposes.
The only difference between the two approaches is the starting point, which can be the monument
heritage (Figure 11) or the geological heritage (Figure 12).

The details of the geoconservation proposal will be presented in a subsequent publication,
namely the reclamation and rehabilitation actions in a quarried area, with the delimitation of the
outcrops available for granite extraction. Our aims are to design the overall arrangements in the
outcrops area in order to make it easier to access and turn the field trip into an agreeable activity. Also,
the visiting schema should be planned according to several options, such as the following: a guided
or free visit; location of the starting point; educational level and age of the visitors. Our goal is to
contribute to the preservation of the monumental heritage of Salamanca, aiming to promote awareness
of the importance of the geological resources and to expand the initiative to other similar cases in
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Europe and around the world. In the study area, as well as in many other places around the world,
there is a need of further studies dedicated to understand ancient tools and ancient quarrying activities
in order to facilitate the preservation of monuments and historic buildings for the mutual benefit of the
local community, the environment, and science in general [47].
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4. Conclusions

Scientific research can show how past mining and quarrying activities have been carried out,
but also how they can be part of much needed new endeavours. Traditional geological methods,
such as mapping and petrology, contribute to the understanding and preservation of historical natural
stone quarries that were used to build the architectural heritage of so many societies. Furthermore,
the different extraction techniques and their evolution are recognisable in quarry faces.

A dense fracturing pattern cutting Martinamor granite doesn’t allow the extraction of large blocks
necessary for the modern stone industry. However, the extraction of small pieces for restoration,
meeting the physical–mechanical and textural standards, is possible. This study will facilitate the
potential re-use of an abandoned quarry, where stone to build a World Heritage city was quarried
centuries ago, adapting to the very strict mining and environment laws regarding re-opening mines
and quarries. An overall reclamation scheme is suitable for the quarried area in order to improve both
its accessibility for educational/scientific visits and for extraction when restoration is necessary.

It is important to recognise that education and outreach programmes are very important activities
to maintain the knowledge of past mining and quarrying traditions, as part of our cultural heritage,
as well as to remind people that these are positive activities which are vital for the advance of modern
societies. Therefore, a geoconservation safeguarding plan should be undertaken to ensure the protection
and designation of this important quarry area.

This research is the first step for a sustainable use of the small outcrops of Martinamor granite.
Considering the area available for potential quarrying and the fracturing density, only ashlars
for restoration purposes can be extracted. The limited amount of granite resources highlights
the inevitability of strict rules to access: what monuments can use these quarries for the potential
restoration/conservation? What outcrops can be used? In fact, quarries are themselves an archaeological
site. Therefore, a wider plan is necessary to manage the exploitation/rehabilitation of the area.
Geoconservation proposals are tentative to put the quarries in a wider study perspective, make easier
their protection and restricted utilisation. This means a comprehensive sustainability, including cultural
heritage, scientific principles and environmental concerns.
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